
sample.size <- function(old, sd.dat, e, method) {

new <- old

iter <- 1 ; default <- 10^(-6)

if(method == "one-sample") {

while(TRUE) {

v <- sd.dat * qt(0.975,new - 1)/sqrt(new) - e

if(v < default & v > 0)

break

else if(v < 0) {

return(old)

}

old <- new

new <- new + 1

iter <- iter + 1

}

}

if(method == "two-sample"){

while(TRUE) {

v <- sqrt (sum((sd.dat^2))) * qt(0.975,2*(new - 1))/sqrt(new) - e

if(v < default & v > 0)

break

else if(v < 0) {

return(old)

}

old <- new

new <- new + 1

iter <- iter + 1

}

}

return(old)

}

Copy and then paste the codes into the R command prompt.
Example of use 1: In the chick weight problem, the sample size (old) of the pilot study
was 10, and the SD (sd.dat) was 0.8. If we want the margin of error (e) to be 0.1, then
the sample size needed is sample.size(10, 0.8, 0.1, "one-sample"), which is 248.
To control the margin of error at 0.01, we would need 24582! Usually a compromise has
to be made (i.e. you have to balance the cost of samples against an acceptable margin
of error).
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Example of use 2: In the captopril drug problem, the sample sizes of the treatment and
control groups in the pilot study are unequal. This does not affect the procedure as long
as the sample sizes are not too unbalanced. We will therefore assume old to be 9. For the
two-sample case, sd.dat is a vector of length two containing the SD of blood pressure in
the captopril and control groups; e=1 according to part (d) of Question 1 in Tutorial 3.
The sample size needed is sample.size(9,4,c(9.0,7.9),1), which is. You need 552 patients
for each of the two groups if you want to control the margin of error to no more than
1mm Hg. If this is too many, you could relax the latter to 2mm Hg. In this case, the
sample size needed per group is 138, more manageable.
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